Abstract. A simple matrix formula for the distance between two ats or a ne subspaces of IR n is derived and shown to reduce to the classical formula for the distance between lines in IR 3 , and the formula for the distance between a point and a hyperplane in IR n . The geometry of the degree of parallelism of the two ats is elucidated. An iterative process is described which approximates the distance given above.
Lemma 3. If L = fxjAx = ag, then there is a unique x 0 2 L such that kx 0 k = min x2L kxk,
and if x 2 L; x 6 = x 0 , then x ? x 0 is perpenducular to x 0 , i.e., < x ? x 0 ; x 0 >= 0, and conversely, if for all x 2 L; x 6 = x 0 ; < x ? x 0 ; x 0 >= 0, then kx 0 k = min x2L kxk.
Proof. This is a well-known theorem in IR 2 , which we may apply here, since 0; x 0 ; x ? x 0 lie in an IR 2 IR n . Lemma 4. If L = fxjAx = ag, then the element of least norm in L is A t a.
Proof. Clearly A t a 2 L, since AA t = I follows from the fact that A has orthonormal rows. Now let A t a 6 = x 2 L. Then < A t a; A t a ? x >= (A t a) t (A t a ? x) = a t A(A t a ? x) = a t a ? a t Ax = a t a ? a t a = 0
shows, using lemma 3, that A t a is the desired element.
Theorem 1. If L 1 ; L 2 are as in lemma 2, and C is as in its proof, then Corollary 2. If L 1 \ L 2 6 = ; then A t a ? B t b 2 N(C). Proof. Since D 1 is symmetric and idempotent, its eigenvalues are 0; 1 and it is thus positive semide nite, and may consequently be written in the form D 1 = P t 1 P 1 , where P 1 has orthonormal rows. Similarly, D 2 is positive semide nite and D 2 = P t 2 P 2 , P 1 having orthonormal rows. Then from lemma 5, fjP t 1 P 1 x = d 1 g = fxjP 1 x = P 1 d 1 g and fxjP t 2 P 2 = d 2 g = fxjP 2 x = P 2 d 2 g : But from lemma 4, the element of least norm in L = fxjP 1 x = P 1 d 1 g is P t 1 (P 1 d 1 ) = d 1 , and similarly, it is also P t 2 (P 2 d 2 ) = d 2 . Now since the orthonormal rows of P 1 and P 2 each yields a basis of the orthogonal complement of the direction space of L which is N(P 1 ) = N(P 2 ), we may nd an orthogonal O such that OP 1 = P 2 . But then
This uniqueness is the rst step in solving an exercise in M], p.70, which, among other things, states that the Grassmannian G(k; n) of k-dimensional subspaces in IR n is di eomorphic to the symmetric idempotent n n matrices S of trace k. These are, as we have just seen, just the orthogonal projections S = P t P, for P with orthonormal rows, where we are now looking at the special case of d 1 = d 2 = 0. It is intriguing that this also gives an embedding of G(k; n) into an ambient IR n of generally smaller dimension than the a ne Pl ucker embedding, but which shares its property of the image being an intersection of quadric hypersurfaces. The dimension of the a ne Pl ucker embedding of G(k; n) is ? n k , and that of this one is ? n+1 2 ? 1, the dimension of the hyperplane fA 2 M n n jTr(A) = kg of dimension n ? 1, and the subspace fS 2 M n n jS = D t g of IR n 2 of dimension ? n+1 2 . The n 2 equations S 2 = S yield those quadratic equations corresponding to the quadric hypersurfaces.
De nition 6. If L 1 = fxjAx = ag and L 2 = fyjBy = bg, then Proof. There is a unique element in L 1 ? L 2 of least norm.
Lemma 9.
E 1 = fx 2 IR n jp 1 (p 2 (x)) = xg E 2 = fy 2 IR n jp 2 (p 1 (y)) = yg E 12 = fz 2 IR n jz = 1
Proof. If x 2 E 1 then x; p(x) is a closest pair, so from lemma 7, x = p 1 (p 2 (x)). Similarly, if y 2 E 2 , p 2 (p 1 (y)) = y. Now, conversely, suppose that p 1 (p 2 (x)) = x. Then clearly x 2 L 1 . 
showing that p 1 (z); p 2 (z) is a closest pair. From planar trigonometry, we see that the three points z; p 1 (z); p 2 (z) must lie on a line, and this means that p 1 (z) ? z = ?(p 2 (z) ? z); or z = p 1 (z) + p 2 (z) 2 :
Theorem 3. But if we take y = p 2 (x), so that x; y is a closest pair, B t b = B t By, and then 3:1:2 becomes (3. The proof of theorem 1 gives us that x?y = C t C(A t a?B t b). Similarly, we get the equation 3:2 for E 2 . Now to get the equation for M 12 , all we have to do is add the two equations 3:1 and 3:1, yielding 3:3, since z = p 1 (z) + p 2 (z) 2 for z 2 M 12 . The only thing wrong with theorem 7 is that we will see later that it is desirable computationally to have a parametric representation for L of the form L = fzjz = Ax + ag, where A has orthonormal columns, and it is not the case in general that I ? A t A has orthonormal columns if A has orthonormal rows. Now we assume that our ats are given parametrically in the form L = fzjz = Ax + ag, where A has orthonormal columns, which represents no real loss of generality, and this is most easily seen by using a QR decomposition of A. which are equivalent to L 1 ; L 2 being totally skew, as in theorem 5. Finally, as motivation for our treating yet one more case, it should be mentioned that the classical formula for the distance between a point and a hyperplane in IR n assumes mixed data for the two ats. The point is assumed given parametrically, i.e., its coordinates are known. On the other hand, the hyperplane is given by an implicit equation. and then we may apply lemmas 4 and 10 to obtain the expressions for the element of least norm in L 1 ?L 2 in the two cases C; D. Then its norms are the expressions given in theorems 1 and 8. If we do not want to assume that the rows of the de ning matrices of the ats are orthonormal, but only independent, then with slightly mor complicated calculation, we can show that all our formulas change by replacing A t by A y = A t (A t A) ?1 , the MoorePenrose inverse of A. Similarly, if we only want to assume independent but not necessarily orthonormal columns of A, we replace A t by A y = (AA t ) ?1 A t , which is again the MoorePenrose inverse. 2 E 1 , then the sequence fx n = p n (x)g has a unique limit x 0 = lim n!1 x n , and x 0 is the orthogonal projection of x onto E 1 .
Proof. Lemma 15 shows that fx n g is bounded since it in contained in the sphere of radius d(x; x 0 ) centered at x 0 2 L 1 . Let x 0 be a limit point of this sequence. Using lemma 6, we see that x; p(x) lie in the same coset M of (N(A) \ N(B)) ? in L 1 . In fact, we see that all the x n lie in this same coset. Because M is closed, the limit point x 0 must be in M. But X 0 = p(x 0 ), so x 0 2 E 1 and thus x 0 2 M \ L 1 , and applying theorem 11 tells us that
and so x 0 is the only limit point of fx n g. Thus x 0 is the limit of fx n g and is the orthogonal projection of not only x, but of each of the x n , since they all lie in the at M which is perpendicular to E 1 and which intersects E 1 in the point x 0 .
A similar statement holds for q(y) = p 2 (p 1 (y)) for y 2 L 2 . This shows, e.g., that to compute the distance between two ats L 1 ; L 2 , we may choose any point x 2 L 1 and keep applying p to x. Then an approximation to the distance between L 1 and L 2 is d(p n (x); p 2 (p n (x))) :
III. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
If we now attempt to see how the previous distance formulas specialize to classical distance formulas such as those found, e.g., in W], we rst consider the formula for the distance between points in IR n . Example 2: a point and a hyperplane in IR n . Suppose L 1 = fxjAx = ag is a hyperplane in IR n , i.e., let A be a 1 n nonzero matrix, and a an arbitrary element of IR n . Also suppose that L 2 = fzjz = By + bg be a point in IR n , i.e., B is the n 1 zero matrix, and b an arbitrary element in IR n . Now the matrix C may be taken to be the matrix A, since reducing the distance formula to the case already covered. If A is not a unit vector, then we must replace A t by A t (AA t ) ?1 . If we notice that AA t is just a scalar, we are not surprised to see it in the denominator of the classical distance formula.
Example 3:two totally skew lines in IR 3 . First assume both lines are given parametrically, as in theorem 8. Concentrating on I ? CC t , we see that this is an orthogonal projection PP t onto the orthogonal complement of Col(C), where L 3 = fzjz = Pxg is a parametric equation of this one-dimensional subspace. This orthogonal complement usually appears classically as the cross-product of the two column vectors A; B. Since we have seen that the orthogonal projection is unique, it must also be p(x) = (A B) x, and in the classical formula, x is taken to be a ? b, for any two vectors a; b in L 1 ; L 2 respectiverly. If A; B are not both unit vectors, then P t above is replaced by its Moore-Penrose inverse, and again, this explains the appearance of the inverse of the scalarPP t , which is also kA Bk.
We may also look at the distance formula when the lines are given implicitly. If the lines are totally skew, we have an explicit formula for the midpoint space, which in this case consists of the single point, z = (A t A + B t B) ?1 (A t a + B t b) :
To get an explicit formula for the distance between the lines in terms of their de ning matrices, we just have to calculate kp 1 (z) ? p 2 (z)k. Doing this, we obtain 2kA t (a ? A(A t A + B t B) ?1 (A t a + B t b))k = 2kB t (b ? B(A t A + B t B) ?1 (A t a + B t b))k :
This formula is apparently new even in the case of two skew lines in IR 3 , because the classical formula would require taking a quadruple cross-product of the individual rows of the 2 3 matrices A; B. On the other hand, the formulas above are given solely in terms of the de ning matrices A; B as integral entities, without having to focus on their individual rows.
In case the two lines L 1 ; L 2 are not totally skew, they must be parallel, and in this case the matrix A t A + B t B is not invertible. But now we can again get an explicit formula, by noticing that if x is any point in L 1 , x; p 2 (x) is a closest pair, and the distance is just The reason that we could replace B t B by A t A is because of the uniqueness of orthogonal It is a rather curious and bemusing accident of nomenclature that the distance between ats in IR n is not a true distance in the sense that it fails to satisfy the triangle inequality.
This is because to appropriately measure the right distance between two ats, the angles between them must be de ned and given expression in terms of their de ning matrices. This is intimately connected with the degree of parallelism between them, and is work in progress.
